
Ten

The End in Sight

Implementing an experience is always messier than planning
one. As the process moves fromwhiteboards, computerscreens,

and paper, into concrete action it's more difficult to control and

can at times verge on chaotic.As challengingas it was for the inno

vation team to consider and plot all the various factors that would

evoke desired meanings, it's that much more difficult to now make

that plana reality. This final phase of delivering meaningful experi
ences requires the entire company to act in concert.

Thedetails of final production vary widely from company to
company. We can't possibly address the myriad processes, check

points, actions, and approval rounds each company navigates
when turning a plan into reality, but we can explain the unique
twists that implementingmeaningful experiences adds to this final

phase of the innovation process. For one thing, it's non-linear,
which means it's the oppositeof an assembly-line process. When
we think of an assembly line, most of us envision a large, well-
organized manufacturing facility wherepartsareadded togetherin

a step-by-step process. Thecaror candy or T-shirt progresses down
the line, acquiring parts at designated stations, until it's finally
complete, ready to be shipped to awaiting stores. Even with the
most complex product, with thousands of parts and hundreds of

inspection points, the process remains time-ordered with discrete

steps. The same can not be said of the production of customer

experiences—particularly ones that seek to convey a compelling
sense of meaning.
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The actual implementation ofanexperience-design plan isa process

characterized by a network of interconnected and overlapping deci

sions. Using our shoe company example, manufarturing mightbe
working from prototypes thatare still being influenced by design or

marketing. Thead agency might bedesigning the website while the
sales team isstilldebating which countries should be covered in the

launch. A potential retailer might be adding the shoe to its upcom

ing catalog while the finance is reviewing the price There's no
streamlined hand-off from one station to the next. Instead, produc

tion lakes shape more like a movie with a loose script, a lot of
actors, and the innovation team playing the director.

In this directing role, the innovation team members are often
the only ones in a position to ensure that deadlines and tradeoffs

don't erode or alter the desired meaning, and that everyone in the

company is trained to convey and support that goal. These are
daunting tasks. It takes tenacity to maintain the integrity of an
experience's meaningin the face of deadline pressures, cost-cutting

mandates, aggressive sales managers, hungryWall Street analysts,

enthusiastic PR agents, and a host of other influences that may
inadvertently makedecisions thatnegatively impact the experience.

Here's anexample of how last-minute decisions can derail the
innovation team's efforts. Cheskin once worked with a client that

created a new technology designed to help users work more effi
ciently and also feel astronger sense of accomplishment. Through
out the planning process, everyone collaborated with the core
meaning of "accomplishment" as the guiding vision. The plans for
the product design, the branding elements, the sales support, mer

chandising—every elementof the experience reinforced that mean
ing. Then, just as the production phase started, theVP of marketing
got excited by a new branding idea from theadagency and tossed
out the previously approved name, positioningand packaging, rea

soning that the newidentitywas moreexciting andunique. Unfor
tunately, the new branding did not convey"accomplishment" and
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was inconsistent with all the other elements of the experience the

company was trying to create. While the brand identity was novel,

it ended up confusing consumers because it did not relate to or

support the experience of accomplishment. This may seem like a

minor detail, but it's the equivalent of a movie producer deciding

to change the tide ofhis serious drama to "The Adventures of Furry

Bunny" because it will appeal to a broader audience.

As we've stressed in our discussion of the phases of the inno

vation process, to effectivelyconvey meaning, an experience needs

to be consistent, and consistency comes from a shared vision that

everyone in the company supports. Although it may be uncomfort

able for the innovation team to play the role of enforcer, it has to

keep this type of last-minute disruption to a minimum. The only

waywe know of to do this is by asserting authority through regular

check-in meetings, clear communications, and some degree of

group decision-making. It's never easy, but this approach can man

age creative chaos. The innovation team's efforts can be further

facilitated if their collaborative spirit and customer focus is encour

aged to spread throughout the company.

That spirit of collaboration and shared customer focus are

also essential to managing another twist that gets introduced at the

implementation phase, namely this: If you're successful at deliver

ing a meaningful experience, the production process really never

ends.

Perpetual Production

Meaningful experiences are not widgets that a company ships to

warehouses to be dispatched as needed, or a fixedset ofservices that

its employees provide to customers. They emerge as part of the con

nection a customer makes with a company through the use of its

products, services, brands, distribution channels, communications,
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and any other related outreach. This connection continues beyond

the initial exposure or use, and it continues to be shaped and influ

enced by the company's actions.

One apt example is BP, formerly known as BritishPetroleum.

Oil is one of few industries that normally looks ahead 30 years in

its planning process, and as a result, is not usually known for radi

cal change. Under the leadership of CEO John Browne, however, BP

looked into the future and saw the need to do something com

pletely different. Rather that continue to think of BPas an oil com

pany, the company saw a future of new technologies, including

alternative fuels and cleaner means of using traditional fuels. So it

recast itself as an energy company, one that was open to exploring

anything that might entail.

Naturally, this change in focus called for a new brand iden

tity; BP now stands for "Beyond Petroleum." But the new face

reflects fundamental changes in the way bp approaches innovation.

No longer satisfied evoking only accomplishment, the company

introduced duty, community, and even harmony to its core mean

ings. The company's commitment to the new message is apparent

to the financial community in the investments, acquisitions, and

hires BP has made. To its customers, the message is clear in its

advertising and marketing.

The Experiential Company

This continual need to substantiate a meaningful experience is an

important consideration for any company. Unfortunately, the mainte

nance phase ofan experienceand its ongoing evolution is something

innovation teams often overlook, but they can play an important role

in ensuring that it happens. Deliveringa relevant, authentic, and ulti

mately meaningful customer experience requires that everyone in the

company adopt a mindset that is experientially oriented, regardlessof
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an employee's title or position. When everyone becomes an experi

ence designer—in terms of thinking about, participating in, or deliv

ering meaningful experiences to

their customers-the likelihood of When everyone becomes
success rises exponentially. Creat-

........ an experience designer—
ing and maintaining this mindset r °

helps ensure that a customer en- in terms of thinking about,
counters aconsistent, comprehen- participating in, Of
sive experience whether he is de|ivering meaningful
trying on a shoe, calling the com-

e . c ... experiences to their
pany for information, or visiting r

its website. The most effective Customers—the likelihood

means we've found of doing this of Success rises

are through training, continual exponentially
communication, and consumer

champions.

Training employees to support and contribute to the cus

tomer experience may seem like a "no-brainer" that every firm

does, but it's surprising how few companies invest in this type of

training, and when they do, how superficial that training fre

quently is. Typically, employees are trained to address complaints,

to offer customers assistance in selecting among products or serv

ices, and perhaps even to make friendly small talk. But few com

panies take the time and effort to immerse their employees in the

customer's experience and what it means. Even fewer educate their

employees on how each can help convey, sustain, and enhance

that experience.

In 2003, Levi's found an excellent way to provide this type of

training to its employees through a process called Immersion Clin

ics. The popular clothing retailer asked over a hundred of its man

agers and directors to devote a day to getting in-depth insights into

how its customers think and behave. Working with Levi's Con

sumer Insights team, Cheskin spent several months observing,
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interviewing, and recording people about their experience of cloth

ing, jeans, and Levi's. With the resulting footage and knowledge, we

constructed a walk-through exhibit that allowed 30 to 40 people at

a time to surround themselves with views of consumer life, includ

ing videos of individual customers talking about what clothing

meant to them; "shrines" that displayed popular clothing, acces

sories, media, and memorabilia for six different sorts of people; a

website that provided details on specific types of customers and

what they wanted; and a variety of colorful posters, journals and

other portable reminders of what each participant learned during

the day's activities. After spending time in the immersion space,

executives gathered in work sessions to discuss and debate the

meanings that Levi's customers' value, and how the company could

improve customers' experience of their products, services, and

brand.

Maintaining the Mindset

This type of training is an excellent starting point, but maintaining

an experiential mindset throughout a company also requires con

stant communication of relevant information, such as regular

updates on customers' requests, comments, and reactions. This kind

of informative feedback helps to orient the company's culture and

keep it focused on the customer experience. Keeping this type of

information flowing throughout the organization also reminds

employees that the company values pleasing customers as a contin

ual process, rather than as something to be pursued for a defined

period or through some specific action.

Both virtual environments, like intranet sites or in-house

knowledge- management systems, and physical environments like

hallways and lobbies can offer powerful aids to company-wide

learning. Microsoft has invested significant time and effort to
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develop internal websites that help any of its 25,000 employees bet

ter understand consumers around the world. Visit any lobby on the

vast Redmond campus, and you are likely to see life-sized posters of

customers with real quotes about their experience of using Win

dows, Office Xbox, or any other product or service the company is

launching or updating. Placing these visual reminders at "cross

roads" within company offices creates a presence that permeates all

levels ofan organization and provides a constant reminder that cus

tomers are real people, not abstract sales data, making their con

cerns and desires easier to understand and address.

Another mechanism to help an organization stay focused on

the customer's experience is to designate a "consumer cham

pion"—an employee whose role is to advocate for the customer's

point of view. He or she acts on behalf of consumers (both current

customers and potential ones), voicing their responses to proposed

ideas or iterations, and guiding company behavior. Unlike a market

or design researcher who may only provide information, the person

holding this position should have the authority and personal char

acteristics to influence the design of experiences. Authority comes

from top management creating this role and supporting the person

who fills it, but choosing someone with the right character traits is

every bit as important. One designer we know refers to this role as

"Rambo," a comment on the persistence and resiliency the con

sumer champion needs. We don't actually think this is a combat

position, but it does take a particular type ofbackground and dedi

cation to understand what consumers need from a company and to

fight for that outcome. The ideal consumer champion embodies

these three traits: knowledge, empathy, and focus.

To be effective, a consumer advocate needs to have current

and comprehensive knowledge of those aspects of people's lives

that are relevant to the experience. In our shoe company example,

this advocate should understand a consumer's perspective and

behavior around clothing, shoes, athletic performance, and style.
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He needs to assimilate this information and develop an intuitive

sense of how people will react to decisions the innovation team

makes. Even the most customer-centric organizations can not

afford to test everydecision they make. A knowledgeable consumer

advocate can guide the hundreds of smaller decisions that are

important but don't merit a full-scale study. For example, one com

pany we worked with in the late 1990's was introducing a radically

new technology. Their consumer advocate asked the product devel

opers to pretend to be customers and act out how they would use

the product. The consumer advocate helped each developer stay in

character and accurately portray a consumer's behavior. This

improvisation helped everyone on the team realize the significance

of many fine design details they may have otherwise overlooked—

details that conveyed meaning.

Another important trait of a consumer champion is empathy.

Empathy, or the ability to "put oneself into another's shoes," tends

to be a trait a person either does or does not have; it's not some

thing easily taught. A consumer champion who is empathetic can

provide a more humanistic perspective than market data alone. For

example, based on his empathy for consumers, our shoe company

consumer advocate might counsel the innovation team against

developing too many style options, arguing that while people have

specific preferences, they also want the company to be confident in

its expression of style. This interpretive perspective is hard—some

times impossible—to get directly from customers.

The final trait we look for in a consumer champion is focus.

Anyone in this position should have just one goal to focus on:

ensuring that customers are pleased with the experience. To be

effective in this, he can't afford to factor in other considerations like

financial performance or channel limitations. He shouldn't expect

to win every battle but needs to let the innovation team, and the

company at large, know when it is doing something that might

compromise the company's relationship with its customers.
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Tracking the Future

Because providing a meaningful experience is an ongoing process

that evolves over time, trackingconsumers' reactionto it gives feed

back on the company's current performance and its future direction.

This kind ofevaluation isn't new to companies, but it's usually too

narrow in its focus and it's rarely integrated into the development

process. A typical post-launch tracking study measures how many

people bought a product or service, where they bought it, and for

what purpose. Some will track attributes that are associated with the

brand (such as "is high quality" or "is a leader in the category"),

checking every six to twelve months to see how they change relative

to competitors and other market dynamics. Still others may solicit

ideas on how the company can improve its offerings and what else it

could provide This is all valuable information, but to be useful to

innovation teams looking forward, it needs more depth and detail.

For example, a standard evaluation of our shoe company's

offerings might show that 10 percent of our target market bought

the shoes in the first six months after launch, primarily through

department stores and as a complement to casual attire. We learn

that customers associate our brand with the attributes of "fresh

style" and "beautiful," but less so with "powerful" or "helps me

reach my goals." A few customers comment that the price should

be lowered in the future.

When we probe further beyond where a traditional tracking

study would go, customers explain that the experience of beauty

is immediate, but performance and the resulting sense of accom

plishment take time, particularly since they don't usually think

of these two qualities as being compatible They also explain that

if the shoes actually deliver on both, they will be worth the price.

They offer ideas on how to convey this meaning better, including

endorsements from leading athletes, sponsorship of "extreme"
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sports events like the X Games, and more visible performance

features in the shoes. This is information the innovation team

can use.

This richer evaluation is readily available, but to be believable

and powerful enough to enact change, feedback needs to come

through the interactions of employees with customers, not just

through the market research department.

A company's leaders should meet its customers as often as

possible, at the very least a few times a year. This may seem obvi

ous, but how often is it put in practice? In smaller companies, it is

generally inevitable that the executivesmeet the customers. How

ever, in major corporations senior executives are often insulated

from their customers by layers of management, procedure or

their own lifestyles. A couple ofyears ago, we met with the head

of large conglomerate whose companies were interested in devel

oping more products for teenagers and young adults. This execu

tive was proudly recounting how he felt in touch with this

segment of the market because his country club had several teen

members. He explained that the most avant garde of these teens

were males who pierced their ears, and he suggested this was a

new trend that would soon sweep the nation. We had to gently

reveal to him that, far from being trendsetters, these young men

were actually late in adopting a fad that had already gone main

stream years before. Since the only teens he met were the sons of

wealthy, conservative families, his view of that population was

very narrow.

We've all heard similar stories about automobile executives

who don't have to maintain their own cars, airline executives who

don't regularly flyeconomy class, or food industry executives who

don't cook. But many executives take seriously, and rightly so, the

need to put themselves in the place of their customers in order to

understand what they need—and how well their company is meet

ing those needs. These executives realize it's simply bad business to
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be misinformed about the world and the markets they serve. In

some cases, they take over for briefly for employees with direct cus

tomer contact, manning a cash register in a retail outlet, or answer

ing customer calls on a support line. Sponsoring and attending

community events offers valuable opportunities for management

to meet customers and find out how people actually experience

their offerings.

Managers more frequently go out of their way to immerse

themselves in their own companies' experiences, but surprisingly

few make the same effort to check up on the competition. The

American auto industry was notorious for ignoring foreign com

petitors' offerings and suggesting employees should drive only

company-built cars. Similarly, we've had clients who were adamant

that we never use competitor's products, suggesting this was a sign

ofdisrespect or lack of loyalty. On the contrary, a regular practice of

experiencing a competitor's offerings gives an executive a point of

comparison that's usually much more revealing than the standard

competitive intelligence report.

In addition to executive contact with customers and competi

tors, employees throughout an organization are often party to first

hand feedback from customers on their experiences. These

responses can be veryvaluable if acquired systematicallyand inter

preted accurately. If employees have been trained and educated to

understand the experience their company is seeking to convey, and

if see themselves to be a valued part of that delivery, they are far

more capable of accurately assessing its success or failure with cus

tomers. If they are able to relay these assessments to a central

authority (the consumer champion is a good choice) in an easy

and standardized way, their individual reports can be aggregated

and take on much greater worth.

This function should not be confused with customer support

centers. In most cases, personnel in the customer support depart

ment deal with complaints and problems. It's a rare person who
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calls customer service to talk about how much she enjoys the

details of an experience or to offer ways it can be enhanced. If a cus

tomer needs to call customer support, she is usually already a little

annoyed and doesn't necessarily reflect the market as a whole.

A Second Opinion

Our recommendation that employees and executivesseeking regular

and direct feedback from their customers doesn't mean a company

should replace the role of researchers. The same sort of approaches,

questions, and measureswe described earlier for exploring the mar

ket as a whole should also be employed to provide the innovation

team with feedback after a launch. Ethnographies, particularly if

they are done by professionals who havea broad viewof consumer

lifestyles, can help companies understand how their current cus

tomers are evolvingand what impact this will have on their experi

ence of the company's product, services, and brand. Often the most

important insights come from a company learning that its cus

tomers' need for meaning is evolving away from what the company

conveys. This is easy to see in retrospect. Customers valued large,

powerfulcars until the gas crisisof the early 1970's prompted many

to value smaller, efficient ones that connected with the environmen

tal movement and its meaning. The experience of unity, reinforced

by campaigns like the "Pepsi Generation" and Coke's "I'd Like to

Teach the World to Sing" was replaced with the experience of free

dom consumers felt experimenting with countless versions of teas,

juices,waters, and even colas. Nearlyeveryindustry or market has its

history of disruption driven by customers changing the meaning

they value. The trick is to see it coming.

Firms with vast customer information databases can detect

trends in mass consumption. Companies will "mine" the data,

going beyond the simple measure of what people wanted yesterday
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to look for purchasing and interaction patterns that might suggest

emerging needs and preferences. While data mining can sense

potentially significant trends, it has one key limitation: it can't

determine the types ofexperiences people seek. It can point out the

trend, but it rarely reveals the underlying motivation behind all of

the data or the other influences shaping and modifying customers'

perception. Consequently, effective data mining should be seen as

an early-warning mechanism that can detect subtle signals of

change which then should be investigated. Ideally, this investiga

tion will use ethnographic techniques and will be clone in partner

ship with a firm that has a broader perspective on consumer

experience than any one company. With this broader and deeper

view, a firm and its innovation team can learn what how and why

desired meanings are evolving early enough to avoid its own extinc

tion.
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Moving Forward

Is "making meaning" just a fleeting fashion? An idea suited to

2006 and maybe a year to two beyond but destined to fade as

soon as the next fresh idea hits the market? We don't think so.

Wehave traced its roots and see it as a logical and timely evolution.

It incorporates the functional and economic emphasis of the early

1900's, and it grows comfortably out of the focus on emotion and

identity that characterizedthe last half of the 20th century.

Our belief in the validity and viabilityofthis business strategy

also stems from our conversations with business leaders. Most have

exhausted the benefits of earlier approaches and are investigating

new approaches. More often than not, when they explain what is

missing from their current innovation practices, the lack centers

around the need for a deeper understanding of customers, a less

linear, more collaborative practice, and a heightened sensitivity to

the power of design.

Forbusinesses, the benefits of adopting an innovation process

that focuses its efforts on the delivery of meaningful experiences

are many. First and foremost, it offers a new avenue for creativity

and a new manner for a company to distinguish itself. Line exten

sions or brand remakes can become more expansive and signifi

cant, going beyond a simple upgrade or a new flavor. Products and

services can better complement each other and leverage other

components like distribution channels, promotional activities and

brand to strengthen a company's overall offering.

135
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An emphasis on meaningful experiences also offers new

means for a company to add value to existing customer relation

ships and make those relationships more stable and enduring.

Rather than constantly fighting to keep customers through price

cuts or the addition of new features, a company can gain a more

protected position within its customers' lives—a position that pro

motes growth.

By adopting a design process that emphasizes a customer

focus and that intentionally integrates all aspects of an experience,

innovation teams can orchestrate collaboration in a way that bene

fits customers, employees, and their company as a whole. By mov

ing beyond the product-and-engineering focus of Six Sigma,

companies can realign their approach to innovation so that it is ini

tiated by customers' needs and desires, rather than the company's

capabilities.Finally, by acknowledgingthe importance ofdetail and

the power of aesthetics in every point of contact and each interac

tion, companies will be able to speak in a language that is compre

hensible to customers worldwide.

Meaningful experiences add value because they touch on

ideals and beliefs we holds dear, but they do more than this.

Because a meaningful experience depends on repeated, consistent

delivery, it typicallyengenders greater trust. Ascustomers' trust in a

company deepens, their loyalty becomes stronger. They adopt a

more informal relationship with the company, one that eases trans

actions on both sides, making them faster, better and more pre

dictable

In the coming years, we expecta growingpercentageofpeople

to shift their consumption toward more meaningful transactions.

Whether they are fulfilling a desire to live a more harmonious life

filled with yoga, meditation and organic food or to be awed by the

magic of science and technology, today's leading-edge consumers

of meaningful experiences are important to watch because they rep

resent the future.
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What's the Future?

As with all market evolutions, not everyone will modify his or her

buying habits, nor will all businesses be prompted to change. We're

reasonably sure a backlash movement will arise arguing against

business developing along these lines, seeing it as an invasion of

territory reserved for religious or non-commercial entities. Some

forms of backlash already exist. Movements such as anti-globaliza

tion activism or the "No Logo" faction reflect heartfelt frustration

with businesses that treat people like commoditized consumers

instead of respecting them as individuals. This type of reaction

against "branded meanings" is understandable, but we believe

these critics have it backwards. A company that pursues innovation

to deliver meaningful experiences is not trying to dominate or

"own" a category of meaning. Instead, it is trying to make it possi

ble for people to more easily access the experience of a particular

meaning. To do more than this would be improbable if not impos

sible. Nevertheless, some will be uneasy with commercial firms

entering this realm, claiming it to be the exclusive domain of more

traditional sources of meaning.

But let us leave aside the debate over the appropriateness of

this approach. If, as we predict, we start to see a proliferation of

meaningful customer experiences, what does that mean to us in

terms of how we live and the work we do as business leaders?

Kinder, Gentler Corporations? Will this movement reform

business and make every organization who adopts it more caring

and sensitive? No, it won't. This is not a reform movement striving

to improve work conditions or to replace capitalist practices with

social conventions. This is movement emerging from informed pur

chasers who are using their increasing commercial power and con

trol to obtain what they want from companies. To the extent that

businesses respond and meet that demand, they may become more
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sensitive to their customer's view of reality, but that doesn't mean a

company will be any less ambitious or any less aggressive in devis

ing its business strategies.

Monolithic Market Leaders? Whenever a company gains

dominant power it runs the risk ofbeing identified as a juggernaut,

feared and resented for its tendency to trample smaller cultures and

wipe out entrepreneurs; to resist such dominance seems futile If

large businesses begin to align their innovation strategy more

demonstrably with meaning as an approach to growth and expan

sion, will they impose their dominance on the customers as well,

insisting that they accept certain types of meaning? Fortunately, we

think that's very unlikely. Most companies are not really interested

in changing human behavior or popular culture as their primary

goal; that path is fraught with risk and far too expensive. Instead,

most are simply interested in following culture's lead and leverag

ing the opportunities provided by change.

Although the benefits to business are many, the true lead

ers and ultimate beneficiaries in this evolution are customers—

customers who are starting to sense and use the power they have to

participate in the process of innovation and to influence its out

come. By identifying the experiences they value and rewarding

those companies that provide them, customers are the real design

directors. They are ones deciding what feels right, and what seems

faked. They are the one's deciding what triggers mean, which medi

ums are most effective, what level of intensity works, if the duration

is sufficient, and whether the components of the customer experi

ence are consistent and integrated. There's little risk of companies

becoming totalitarian when it is their customers who have the real

power.

Consumer Dictators? Does this mean consumers will be able

to dictate to business, becoming tyrants of individual demand?

There's a kernel of truth to this prediction: we do see customers'

power increasing as the demand for meaningful experiences grows.
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But like the fear of the market monolith, this scenario is exagger

ated. The real threat consumers always pose to business is to with

draw their demand completely. That's why The Conference Board

tracks the Index of Consumer Confidence and why a decline in

confidence is considered bad for the economy. But that collective

power to depress the economy is not the same as an indiviilu.il

expressing dissatisfaction with a company by shifting loyalty to

another competitor.

To please customers and connect with them in an authentic,

believable way, a company will need a very clear view of what peo

ple want and need in their lives, and an honest assessment of

which of these desires it can really serve. Over-promising a prod

uct's capabilities or a service's uniqueness is regrettable, but cus

tomers often excuse such behavior, even expect it. We know that

blindingly fast computer will seem slower than we expect. We know

even FedLx might occasionally miss a delivery date. Most people

have learned not to expect perfection from businesses. But a lack of

perfection may not be as excusable in the realm of meaningful

experiences. Ifour shoe company claims its primary commitment is

to our sense of beauty and accomplishment, but then supplies

shoes that are out of style or technically inadequate in their per

formance, it's not easy to excuse this as predictable slip-up. We're

much more likely to interpret it as ignorance, incompetence, or

deceit.

Consumer Utopia? Will the availability of more meaningful

experiences expressed through a wider variety of products, services,

brands, retailers, and the like make us happier? We can envision

that if we can substitute superficial experiences with more mean

ingful ones, we may feel more satisfied, but ironically, increased

happiness doesn't necessarily follow.

Historically, a market develops to meet existing demand, but

it also creates new demand as consumers become aware of new

options. A person thinks she's satisfied with a car, only to hanker
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for a differentone a month later. Afamilyenjoys its first cruise, but

later learns of a larger ship with better activities.This "paradox of

choice" is a normal response, according to Barry Schwartz, a

Swarthmore professor and author of numerous books on human

nature. The more choice and options we have the more we evaluate

their respective benefits and the higher we raise our expectations.

Unfortunately, the consequences are not always positive. As

Schwartz explains, "Expectations can get so high that no result will

meet them, no matter how good it is."

In other words, if the market for meaningful experiences

becomes one where customers constantly search for the best, the

most intense, or the most novel experience then these experiences

are unlikely to make much difference to our business culture. If

instead we put some effort in determining what type of meanings

we really desire, and focus on finding those companies that can

authentically meet that desire in a consistent and pervasive way,we

may all have more reason to smile.
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